
You Can 
No Longer 
Ignore 
Digital 
Marketing



Agenda
1. ReachLocal

2. The Connected Patient

3. Other Industries and the
       connected patient

4. Being a part of the 
         conversation

5. The logic behind a   
         multi-channel approach

6. The benefits of using a 
          strategic partner
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ReachLocal
at a Glance Founded in

2004

Have delivered over

18+M
Partner to

local leads to
businesses

GANNETT
19,000+

Active clients107
USA Today Network

MARKETS

Have delivered over

18+M
local leads to

organizations
Healthcare
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Awards & Recognition



Trust a partner that
knows it is about
a relationship,
not just products

Based on reviews from Google, Yelp, Facebook, Capterra & Yellow Pages

4.5
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What do we know about 
the connected patient?



The Patient Journey

11:006:00 7:30 9:00 10:00 Noon 1:30 2:00 3:00 4:00 5:00 7:00 8:30

Wake up, 
feel under 
the
weather

Gets 
diagnosed 
with strep and 
gets Rx

Watch 
YouTube 
while 
multitasking 
online

Take temp 
& finds a 
doctor

Look up 
symptoms

Look up 
duration of 
strep

Look up directions 
to pharmacy

Drive to 
doctor’s office

Eat breakfast

Drive to 
pharmacy for 
OTC medicine

Lights 
out

Pass time on 
smartphone 
in waiting 
room

Drive 
to 
work

Check 
emails

Eat dinner

 UNLOCKS MOBILE 2-3X/HOUR2

Source: Source: 1) Facebook Internal Data; 2) Source: Facebook IQ / Wearables Research; 3) The American Society of Transplantation and the American Society of Transplant Surgeons, 2013. 

46X
Amount the average 

American checks their 
smartphone per day1



83% 
Of internet users said they 

research online health 
information weekly.  



40% 
Of consumers say that 

information found on their 
social media channels 

affects the way that they 
deal with their health. 



90% 
Of people said they would 
trust information shared by 

others online.  



41% 
Of people reported that 
content read on social 

media would affect their 
choice of a specific doctor, 
hospital, or medical facility.



➲ Health consumers use digital resources to validate 
information

➲ Relatable and comprehensive content is critical
to success

What else should you know?



➲ It’s Visual

➲ It’s relevant

The 4 Components of Successful Ads

➲ Exciting value 
proposition

➲ Clear Call to Action



➲ What are you providing to help health consumers feel 
empowered?

➲ How are you helping patients validate information and 
make decisions?

➲ If you aren’t there, where are your patients turning to feel 
empowered? To get educated? To feel inspired?

Ask yourself these questions



EVERYTHING COMPETES WITH

Everything
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How are other industries 
reaching your patient?



Why this works:

 It's visual. Even though this is a video, I have a 
general idea of what I will be watching, thanks to 
the screen capture it started with. 

 

   It's relevant. Guy or girl virtually everyone can 
   relate to this scenario. 
 

 It's valuable. Kay shows potential customers the 
value of purchasing with the help of the happy 
reaction from the woman receiving the gift in the 
ad. Plus, who doesn't love dogs?

 

 It has a solid call-to-action. This ad is set up to 
drive Page Likes, which is an easy, one-click way 
for me to get more relevant content served up to 
me.





 Why this works:

 Share content instead of selling
 
 Not all Facebook ads are focused on sales. This 

example by Shopify is using Facebook to share 
their blog content and increase brand awareness.





 Why this works:

 Mention the numbers
 
 If you’ve got some impressive numbers up on 

your sleeve, why not share these in your 
Facebook ad. From the number of happy patients 
to the number of people benefitting from your 
care, mentioning them helps to create more trust 
in your brand.





 Why this works:

 Mention what’s important to your users
 
 This Facebook ad copy delivers only the most 

important information. However, Inkbox’s ad text 
shows that they’ve perfectly understood their 
product’s key benefits for the customers.
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How can you be a part of the 
conversation?



GeoFence Display



Source: “Average Time Spent per Day with Major Media by US Adults,” eMarketer June 2016, 
comScore, US Mobile App Report, October 2016

5 hours
a day are spent consuming 
content on mobile 

87%
of that time is spent in 
apps

51%
have discovered a health 
related business on mobile

of people



Source: eMarketer, US, 2015

Television
Digital

Mobile
Radio

1950 1960 2000 2010



You want to 
grow brand 
awareness and 
targeted traffic 
for your service 
line or practice. 

The technology 
uses GPS to tag 
mobile users  like 
John who visit the 
ED throughout the 
day.

A few days later, 
John browses a 
news app and 
sees your ad 
mentioning 
award winning 
care. Your ad 
can  show for up 
to 30 days. 

John clicks to 
get hours and 
location on 
your website.  
Later, he visits 
your hospital 
and uses your 
doctors. 

With our 
technology, you 
can see all the 
views, clicks, 
and in-person 
visits like 
John’s that 
result from your 
ads. 

To reach people 
nearby, we create 
virtual “fences” 
around relevant 
places, like a 
competitor's ED.

Your patients are mobile.



Grow brand awareness 
quickly with local 

consumers.

Build a mobile strategy 
that reaches people where 
they spend the most digital 

time.

Track offline 
conversions and know 

your ROI.

Reach 
patients 
online, 
because of 
actions they 
take in the real 
world.



Facebook



Facebook is 
the center of 
discovery



or 77% of monthly active 
people return every day

people access 
Facebook 

every month

213M 165M

Facebook in United States of America

Source: Based on Facebook data, Jun 2017.









Lead Ads



Paid Search



85% 
of Internet users, 

or about 
95 million Americans, 

have searched for a 
health related topic 

online

63% 
of the time it was to look 

up information about 
specific conditions or 
diseases and learn 

about treatment options 
available



The Simple Search

Web search

Conversion

Reporting

Ad click

Patient searches 
and sees your text 

ad

Patient clicks ad 
and visits your 
website

Patient calls/fills out 
a form 

Action is tracked. 
Calls are recorded

You should 
see the lead 
in your 
standard 
reporting 

Tracking



How does it work?

Source: Moz.com survey ranking factors for localized, organic, and Google pack results, 2015 

Ad position is by auction. Here are the 
primary factors search engines 
consider when determining your ad 
position and price:

➔ Bid amount

➔ Keyword competition

➔ Available ad space

➔ Quality score (where applicable)

➔ Ad format and extensions

➔ Landing page relevancy



My Best Advice on Search

➲ Know your audience well
Chances are you have a few different buyer personas that you’ll need to target in various ways. Take into 
consideration the different stages the health consumer searching are in.

➲ Pay close attention to position and viewability
You need to be getting max real-estate and visibility on the SERPs so those searching in a longer consideration 
period don’t forget about you

➲ Make contact information readily available
Set-up Call Extension, Location Extensions, and Sitelink Extensions (linking to your contact page) for all 
Campaigns



Is a multichannel strategy just         
multi-cost?
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Over 80% of Clients Saw Better Search 
Clickthrough Rates & Cost-Per-Click 

After 6 months of running 
Facebook Ads with PPC...

 83% of clients increased 
PPC click through rates

 82% of clients lowered 
PPC cost per click

 50% of clients saw lower 
PPC cost per lead

*Based on all clients running 3 months of ReachSearch followed by  6 months of ReachSearch + 
ReachSocial Ads
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Lower Costs for Total Clicks & Impressions

Run Multiple Tactics
Drive greater brand awareness from 

multiple platforms

Expand Your Audience
Targeting capabilities allows 

broader reach and impressions 

Drive More Clicks & Visits

AVG. 
CPL 

AVG. 
CPL w/ 2 

or more

AVG. 
CPC

AVG. 
CPC w/ 
2 or more

Before 
(Search Only)

$114 $72 $4.19 $4.73

After
(Search + Social)

 $49 $21 $3.42 $3.08

Improvement 57% 71% 18% 34%

Clients experienced much higher ad 
engagement and clicks  Combined Search + Social Costs Across All Verticals

*Average costs for all advertisers running search ads and social ads simultaneously for 3 months
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Improved Lead & Click Costs in Search

*Average costs of clients in these verticals who ran 3 months of 
ReachSearch followed by 6 months of ReachSearch and ReachSocial 
Ads, and kept a consistent ReachSearch spend across all months. 

VERTICAL COST PER CLICK
IMPROVEMENT

COST PER LEAD
IMPROVEMENT

Automotive 27% 4%

Healthcare 16% 24%

Services 25% 3%

PPC Metrics After 3 Months of Social Ads
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More Total Clicks Across Media Types

Imagery a Priority
Selection, rotation and A/B testing

Compelling Calls-to-Action
Learn More, Sign Up, Apply Now

VERTICAL CTR 
GROWTH

BUDGET 
GROWTH

Automotive 27% 18%

Healthcare 45% 9%

Home Services 17% 6%

Professional 
Services 89% 21%

Specialty 
Services 28% 16%

Combined click-through rate improvement after 3 months of combined search and social advertising.



What’s the true value of a 
strategic partner?
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What does an ideal partnership have?

A consultative 
relationship that 
extends beyond 
placing media

A partner with a 
plan to help you 
manage the 
strategy

An openness 
about what is 
going well and 
what could be 
better

A team that 
provides 
transparency in 
cost and 
performance 



PERFORMANCE
Industry proven insights and 

technology to drive 

performance.

 

PEOPLE
Dedicated team, diverse 

expertise.

DATA
Insights from million+ 

campaigns driving your plan. 

TECHNOLOGY
Gain access to award winning 

technology used globally.

How We Partner To Deliver Growth
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The Total Digital Marketing System Products

BUILD YOUR PRESENCE MANAGE LEADS AND 
CUSTOMERS

KNOW WHAT WORKSDRIVE LEADS AND 
AWARENESS
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Consolidated Reporting Platform - Know what’s going on!

ReachLocal consolidated reports - 
accessible online - clearly show the 
results of your digital marketing 
campaigns from all publishers. 
ReachLocal supplies the missing link 
between online and offline activity.

With this data at our fingertips we 
are more clearly defining attribution 
for our clients.



Questions?


